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A B S T R A C T

Context: Software architecture refactoring can be induced by multiple reasons, such as satisfying new
functional requirements or improving non-functional properties. Multi-objective optimization approaches have
been widely used in the last few years to introduce automation in the refactoring process, and they have
revealed their potential especially when quantifiable attributes are targeted. However, the effectiveness of
such approaches can be heavily affected by configuration characteristics of the optimization algorithm, such
as the composition of solutions.
Objective: In this paper, we analyze the behavior of 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁, which is an Evolutionary Approach for Software
archItecturE Refactoring, while varying its configuration characteristics, with the objective of studying its
potential to find near-optimal solutions under different configurations.
Method: In particular, we use two different solution space inspection algorithms (i.e., 𝙽𝚂𝙶𝙰 − 𝙸𝙸 and 𝚂𝙿𝙴𝙰𝟸)
while varying the genome length and the solution composition.
Results: We have conducted our experiments on a specific case study modeled in Æmilia ADL, on which we
have shown the ability of 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁 to identify performance-critical elements in the software architecture where
refactoring is worth to be applied. Beside this, from the comparison of multi-objective algorithms, 𝙽𝚂𝙶𝙰 − 𝙸𝙸

has revealed to outperform 𝚂𝙿𝙴𝙰𝟸 in most of cases, although the latter one is able to induce more diversity in
the proposed solutions.
Conclusion: Our results show that the 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁 thoroughly automated process for software architecture
refactoring allows to identify configuration contexts of the evolutionary algorithm in which multi-objective
optimization more effectively finds near-optimal Pareto solutions.
. Introduction

Multi-objective optimization techniques have been successfully ap-
lied to many software architecture problems in the last decades [1–7].
hese techniques are evidently more effective on problems whose
bjectives can be expressed through quantifiable metrics. Problems
elated to non-functional aspects of software architecture evidently
it into this category, as witnessed by the vast literature in this do-
ain [8–10]. Many of such approaches are based on evolutionary algo-

ithms [11] that allow to search the solution space by (re-)combining
olutions. Architecture refactoring is a task that may be induced in
ifferent scenarios, such as the introduction of additional require-
ents, the adaptation to new execution contexts, the degradation of
on-functional properties. Although the identification of optimal archi-
ectural refactoring is a non trivial task, mostly due to the large space of
olutions, there is still lack of automated support to software architects
n this context.

∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail addresses: vittorio.cortellessa@univaq.it (V. Cortellessa), daniele.dipompeo@univaq.it (D. Di Pompeo).

We have recently introduced 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁, which is an Evolutionary
Approach for Software archItecturE Refactoring, aimed at optimizing
refactoring actions on the basis of metrics related to the performance
and to the distance from the initial architecture [12]. 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁 deals with
genomes that represent sequences of refactoring actions aimed at lead-
ing to optimal architectural alternatives starting from an initial one. A
common aspect of similar approaches introduced before 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁 is that
they search among architectural alternatives, without considering the
operational aspects induced by architectural refactoring. Instead, with
software architecture gaining relevance across the whole lifecycle (even
after software release), the path of architectural refactoring assumes a
high relevance that we have considered as a main aspect of 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁.
We have also introduced in this context the knowledge dwelling in
performance antipatterns [13] as a support to the search process.
Performance antipatterns are, in fact, well-known bad practices that
induce performance degradation.
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However, the effectiveness of evolutionary approaches to find satis-
factory solutions depends on their configuration that is defined before
the searching process starts, which is intended as the set of values
assigned to the configuration characteristics, such as the size of initial
population and the genome length. In this paper, we push 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁 a step
head in the direction of analyzing the sensitivity of its effectiveness to
ariations of the following categories of configuration characteristics:

• Search algorithm — Beside the NSGA-II algorithm adopted in [12],
we introduce here SPEA2 (Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algo-
rithm) [14].

• General parameters — We vary the genome length and composi-
tion, as we study the effectiveness of our approach while varying
the number and weights of refactoring actions.

We focus our experimentation on answering to the following re-
earch questions:

• 𝑅𝑄1: Which evolutionary algorithm proposes more interesting
near-Pareto solutions on our multi-objective optimization prob-
lem between 𝙽𝚂𝙶𝙰 − 𝙸𝙸 and 𝚂𝙿𝙴𝙰𝟸, while varying their configura-
tion characteristics? In particular:

– 𝑅𝑄1.1: What is the role of the cloning action within obtained
solutions?

– 𝑅𝑄1.2: What is the role of change rate action within ob-
tained solutions?

• 𝑅𝑄2: Which evolutionary algorithm better inspects the solu-
tion space on our multi-objective optimization problem between
𝙽𝚂𝙶𝙰 − 𝙸𝙸 and 𝚂𝙿𝙴𝙰𝟸, while varying the configuration character-
istics?

• 𝑅𝑄3: Is 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁 able to reach a desired solution independently of
the search starting point within the solution space?

Based on our experimentation, we can state that 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁 is able
o identify performance-critical (sequences of) actions within Æmilia
rchitectures. Moreover, 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁 can choose an optimal configuration,
y exploiting well-known quality indicators, among all possible ones.
uch configuration enables to find near-optimal Pareto frontiers with
espect to performance indices more effectively. Finally, 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁 also
llows analyzing the role of refactoring actions and their correlation
ith the goodness of near-optimal Pareto frontiers.

The paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we report the
elated work; Section 3 introduces background notations; Section 4
escribes the 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁 functionalities; Section 5 presents the case study
nd the 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁 tool, while Section 6 reports a detailed discussion
n results; Section 7 describes the approach’s threats to validity, and
inally Section 8 concludes the paper.

. Related work

With the continuous evolution of software systems even after re-
ease, automation in refactoring has become a critical need along the
hole development process [15]. In fact, many studies have been

onducted in the context of model-based software refactoring (see,
.g., [16–18]).

However, finding the best sequence of refactoring actions to be
pplied to a software artifact, in order to optimize its quality with
espect to a set of objectives, is a problem known to be computationally
ard, due to the typically huge space of feasible solutions [2]. Hence,
ts exhaustive solution can require large computational time even for
mall-sized software artifacts. One way of addressing this issue consists
n formulating the problem as a search-based problem and tackling it via
eta-heuristics (e.g., evolutionary algorithms) that are able to compute

ets of refactoring actions that are optimal in a Pareto sense. To this
egard, a number of studies have demonstrated the effectiveness of this
trategy [19–22].
2

d

Several evolutionary algorithms have been introduced, in the last
ecade, for software architecture multi-objective optimization with
espect to various quality attributes (e.g., reliability, performance or
nergy [9,23–25]) and with different degrees of freedom to modify the
rchitecture (e.g., service selection, composition or deployment [26,
7]. A systematic literature review on architecture optimization can be
ound in [8].

An interesting contribution in this direction was given in [9,28],
here an evolutionary algorithm for architecture optimization is
uided by tactics, which are common practices applied by experienced
oftware engineers when designing an architecture (e.g., fast pathing,
aching). Out of a dozen of defined tactics, the authors have imple-
ented three of them to observe their impact on the search algorithm.
owever, they refer to component reallocation, faster hardware and
ore hardware, so they do not represent structured refactoring actions,

s we intend to do in this paper. Moreover, their approach starts
rom an architecture specified in Palladio Component Model [29] and
roduces, through model transformation, a Layered Queueing Network
or sake of performance analysis.

On the basis of PerOpteryx tactics introduce in [28], Rango et al.
ave presented an extensible platform aimed at introducing flexibility
n the definition of an architecture optimization problem [30]. They
ave implemented SQuAT, which allows the architect to define her
pecific roles (i.e., tactics) to improve the flexibility within the archi-
ecture optimization driven by non-functional properties. Furthermore,
QuAT supports models conforming to Palladio Component Model
anguage, and exploits Layered Queueing Networks for performance
valuation. Instead, our approach works entirely within the Æmilia
DL environment, hence it is not subject to changes of notation that
ay induce inaccuracies in the performance model.

Another relevant approach has been introduced in [31], where ar-
hitectural patterns are used to support the searching process (e.g., load
alancing, fault tolerance). The authors introduce a whole framework
or architectural design and quality optimization. This approach has
wo limitations, that are: the architecture has to be designed in a tool-
elated notation and not in a common ADL (as we do in this paper),
nd it uses equation-based analytical models for performance indices
hat could be too simple to capture architectural details and resource
ontention.

Another architecture optimization platform, namely AQOSA, was
resented by Etemaadi et al. [23]. In particular, AQOSA is aimed at
inding near-Pareto frontiers by exploiting ROBOCOP modeling lan-
uage [32]. Similarly to our approach, AQOSA compares three evo-
utionary algorithms (i.e., 𝙽𝚂𝙶𝙰 − 𝙸𝙸, 𝚂𝙿𝙴𝙰𝟸, SMS-EMOA [33]) to de-
ermine which one produces better frontiers in terms of conflicting
bjectives. AQOSA supports three objectives, as 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁 does, but they
re specific of hardware configuration. Conversely, we have imple-
ented refactoring actions aimed at changing either the hardware

onfiguration (i.e., rate changing) or the structure of the architecture
y preserving the original behavior (i.e., component cloning).

An approach taking place in a unique environment for modeling
nd analysis has appeared in [10]. A tool is introduced, based on
ADL [34], aimed at optimizing different quality attributes while vary-

ng the architecture deployment and the component redundancy. Our
aper works on a different ADL, that is Æmilia, and it introduces more
omplex refactoring actions, as well as different target attributes for
he fitness function. In addition, we investigate the role of performance
ntipatterns in this context.

Hence, the major novelties of EASIER, with respect to the existing
iterature, are that: (i) it works within a single environment for ar-
hitectural modeling and analysis (i.e., Æmilia), (ii) it defines novel
egrees of freedom aimed at representing the operational aspects of
rchitectural refactoring, (iii) it introduces new attributes for the fitness
unction, that are a performance quality indicator and an architectural
istance metrics, (iv) it starts to investigate the role of performance
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antipatterns in this context, and (v) it has been conceived to host
different ADLs.

The Æmilia syntax is based on formal constructs that somehow limit
the size and complexity of architecture details that can be realistically
represented within an Æmilia specification. However, this aspect is
common to all ADLs that aim to be not only conceptually descriptive,
but also parsable for sake of correctness or, like in the Æmilia case, for
sake of performance analysis. Hence, formalism is a compulsory cost
that architects have to pay if they require the architecture specification
to be straightforwardly analyzed. In some cases, like the one illustrated
in Section 6.1.1, the language syntax can also constrain the type of
refactoring actions that can be applied for improving the architecture.

The choice of such an ADL within the EASIER context has been
mostly induced by point (i) named above, i.e., an unique modeling
and analysis environment. In fact, the iterative EASIER process requires
automation in the analysis of different (possibly refactored) architec-
ture specifications, and the Æmilia runtime environment enables this
automation without needing to move towards a different modeling
notation.

Alternative modeling languages that could empower more freedom
to architectural designers, like UML, need a major effort to be adopted
within an iterative automated process like the 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁 one. Indeed,
for example, performance cannot be directly analyzed on an UML
model, because even though performance parameters and index can be
annotated (e.g., through the UML MARTE profile1), the model needs
to be transformed in a performance-specific notation (like Queueing
Networks) to be analyzed. In addition, on the way back, analysis results
have to be fed back onto the UML model for sake of searching optimal
refactoring actions. These additional steps should be executed at each
EASIER iteration, thus jeopardizing the soundness of the whole process,
due to potential faults in the translation and in the resulting report, as
well as the process execution time.

3. Background

This section introduces background concepts related to Æmilia,
which is the Architectural Description Language on which 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁 is
based, to NSGA-II and SPEA2, that are the evolutionary algorithms
adopted in 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁, and to the refactoring feasibility definition that we
adopt in 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁.

3.1. Æmilia

The performance analysis of a software architecture is a particu-
larly complex process because performance metrics emerge from the
combination of several characteristics, i.e., static, dynamic, deployment
and – in some cases – environmental ones. Hence, very few ADLs
embed constructs to specify performance parameters, and even fewer
ones provide tools to analyze performance within the same ADL en-
vironment natively. In most cases, instead, performance models are
expressed in different stochastic notations (like Queueing Networks
or Petri Nets), thus they have to be generated from architectural
specifications through model transformations [35].

These transformations introduce an additional step that could affect
the process efficiency and correctness. We opted for avoiding these
potential problems in this paper, because we intended to focus on
the sensitivity analysis of 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁 to the configuration characteristics.
Hence, as in [12], we kept 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁 based on Æmilia, that is an Archi-
tectural Description Language based on a Process Algebra that allows
to in-place evaluate non-functional properties, such as performance,
without needing to transform the architectural description in a different
notation [36].

Basically, an Æmilia specification is textually described as shown in
the example Listing 1, where:

1 https://www.omg.org/spec/MARTE/About-MARTE/
3

a

Listing 1: An excerpt of an Æmilia architecture�
1 ARCHI_TYPE fta(
2 const rate workload := 190.815,
3 const rate wsn_rate := 1.457,
4 const rate channel_rate := 2.562,
5 const rate fta_rate := 6.634,
6 [...]
7 const rate db_rate := 0.538,
8 const rate dec_rate := 0.139)
9 ARCHI_ELEM_TYPES

10 ELEM_TYPE
11 Wsn_Type(const rate workload , const rate

wsn_rate)
12 BEHAVIOR
13 SendData(void;void) = <generate_data , exp(workload)

> .
14 <send_data , exp(wsn_rate)> . SendData()
15 INPUT_INTERACTIONS
16 UNI generate_data
17 OUTPUT_INTERACTIONS
18 UNI send_data
19 [...]
20 ARCHI_TOPOLOGY
21 ARCHI_ELEM_INSTANCES
22 WSN : Wsn_Type( workload, wsn_rate);
23 [...]
24 ARCHI_INTERACTIONS
25 WSN.generate_data;
26 [...]
27 ARCHI_ATTACHMENTS
28 FROM WSN.send_data TO CHN.receive_data;
29 [...]
30 END�

• Constant declaration area (lines 2–8) contains the ‘‘global’’ vari-
ables;

• Architectural types (lines 9–19) in which components and their
internal behavior are designed;

• Architectural topology (lines 20–29) in which connection among
components are defined.

In particular, a component is described through the ELEM_TYPE tag
hat allows designing its structure and behavior. The structure is de-
ined through INPUT_INTERACTION, and OUTPUT_INTERACTION
hat represent the entry and the exit points of a component, respec-
ively. The behavior is defined through behavioral equations contained
y the BEHAVIOR tag. A behavioral equation describes an internal
ath that can be run during the execution. Æmilia supports three port
ypes for connecting components: (i) UNI that describes unidirectional
orts, e.g., an input interaction that has one only input connection; (ii)
R that enables alternative paths starting or ending to the port; (iii)
ND that enables not mutually exclusive paths on that port. Alongside

he constant and architectural type section, the architecture topol-
gy contains: (i) the ARCHI_ELEM_INSTANCES tag that defines the
omponent instances; ii) the ARCHI_INTERACTIONS tag that lists
he connections between an entry point of a component with the
xit point of another component; (iii) the ARCHI_ATTACHMENTS tag,
hich is a special kind of entry or exit point that is not linked to
ny OUTPUT/INPUT_INTERACTION, and where external requests
an enter/exit the architecture.

Æmilia is equipped with an internal solver, namely TwoTowers,
hat enables different types of functional checks and performance anal-
ses on a software architecture [37]. Two types of performance metrics
ave to be defined (in a specific reward file): (i) utilization through the
TATE_REWARD tag, and (ii) throughput through the TRANS_REWARD

ag. Listing 2 reports an excerpt of a reward file where, for example, the
hroughput of WSN.send_data OUTPUT_INTERACTION is defined

t lines 1 and 2.

https://www.omg.org/spec/MARTE/About-MARTE/
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Listing 2: An excerpt of an Æmilia reward specification�
1 MEASURE Wsn_Type_Single_throughput_WSN_send_data IS
2 ENABLED (WSN.send_data) ->TRANS_REWARD(1.0);
3 MEASURE Wsn_Type_Single_utilization_WSN_send_data IS
4 ENABLED (WSN.send_data) ->STATE_REWARD(1.0);
5

6 MEASURE Channel_Type_Single_throughput_CHN_forward_data

IS
7 ENABLED (CHN.forward_data) ->TRANS_REWARD(1.0);
8 MEASURE

Channel_Type_Single_utilization_CHN_forward_data

IS
9 ENABLED (CHN.forward_data) ->STATE_REWARD(1.0);

10

11 MEASURE Fta_Type_Single_throughput_FTA_process_data IS
12 ENABLED (FTA.process_data) ->TRANS_REWARD(1.0);
13 MEASURE Fta_Type_Single_utilization_FTA_process_data IS
14 ENABLED (FTA.process_data) ->STATE_REWARD(1.0);
15

16 MEASURE Fta_Type_Single_throughput_FTA_packet_data IS
17 ENABLED (FTA.packet_data) ->TRANS_REWARD(1.0);
18 MEASURE Fta_Type_Single_utilization_FTA_packet_data IS
19 ENABLED (FTA.packet_data) ->STATE_REWARD(1.0);
20 MEASURE Fta_Type_Multiple_throughput_FTA IS
21 ENABLED (FTA.process_data) ->TRANS_REWARD(1.0)
22 ENABLED (FTA.packet_data) ->TRANS_REWARD(1.0);
23 MEASURE Fta_Type_Multiple_utilization_FTA IS
24 ENABLED (FTA.process_data) ->STATE_REWARD(1.0)
25 ENABLED (FTA.packet_data) ->STATE_REWARD(1.0);
26 [...]�

Fig. 1. The overview of the 𝙽𝚂𝙶𝙰 − 𝙸𝙸 process.

3.2. Multi-objective evolutionary algorithm

In this paper, we use two different evolutionary algorithms, namely
𝙽𝚂𝙶𝙰 − 𝙸𝙸 and 𝚂𝙿𝙴𝙰𝟸, in order to compare their potential in this work
context.

NSGA-II. Non-dominated Sorting Algorithm (NSGA) has been intro-
duced by Deb et al. [38], and 𝙽𝚂𝙶𝙰 − 𝙸𝙸 is widely used in the software
engineering community due to its good performance in generating
Pareto frontiers. Fig. 1 illustrates the process that generates a family at
an evolution stage 𝑡+1, whose corresponding algorithm pseudo-code is
reported in Algorithm 1.

The algorithm randomly generates the initial population 𝑃𝑡, shuffles
it and applies the: (i) Crossover operator with probability 𝑃𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟; and
(ii) Mutation with probability 𝑃𝑀𝑢𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 that generate the 𝑄𝑡 offspring.
Thus, the obtained 𝑅𝑡 mating pool (by a doubled size) is sorted by the
Non-dominated sorting operator, which lists Pareto frontiers (e.g., 𝐹 )
4

1

with respect to considered objectives. Finally, a Crowding distance is
computed and a new family (i.e., 𝑃𝑡+1) is provided to the next step by
cutting the worse half off.
Algorithm 1 The 𝙽𝚂𝙶𝙰 − 𝙸𝙸 algorithm, reported from [38]
Step 1: Combine parent and offspring populations and create 𝑅𝑡 =
𝑃𝑡 ∪ 𝑄𝑡. Perform a non-dominated sorting to 𝑅𝑡 and identify different
fronts: 𝐹𝑖, 𝑖 = 1, 2,…
Step 2: Set new population 𝑃𝑡+1 = 𝑛𝑢𝑙𝑙. Set a counter 𝑖 = 1. Until
|

|

𝑃𝑡+1
|

|

+ |

|

𝐹𝑖
|

|

< 𝑁 , perform 𝑃𝑡+1 = 𝑃𝑡 ∪ 𝐹𝑖 and 𝑖 = 𝑖 + 1.
Step 3: Perform the Crowding-sort(𝐹𝑖 < 𝑐) procedure and include the
most widely spread (𝑁 − |

|

𝑃𝑡+1
|

|

) solutions to 𝑃𝑡+1 by using the crowding
distance values in the sorted 𝐹𝑖.

Crowding-sort(𝐹𝑖 < 𝑐)
Step 3.1: Call the number of solutions in 𝐹 as 𝑙 = |𝐹 |. For each 𝑖
in the set, first assign crowding distance, 𝑑𝑖 = 0
Step 3.2: For each objective function 𝑚 = 1, 2,… ,𝑀 , sort the set in
worse order of 𝑓𝑚 or, find the sorted indices vector: 𝐼𝑚 = 𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑡(𝑓𝑚 >)
Step 3.3: For 𝑚 = 1, 2,… ,𝑀 , assign a large distance to the
boundary solutions, or 𝑑𝐼𝑚1 = 𝑑𝐼𝑚𝑙 = ∞, and for all other solutions
𝑗 = 2,… , (𝑙 − 1), assign:

𝑑𝐼𝑚𝑗 = 𝑑𝐼𝑚𝑗 +
𝑓
(𝐼𝑚𝑗+1)
𝑚 − 𝑓

(𝐼𝑚𝑗−1)
𝑚

𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑚 − 𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑚

Step 4: Create offspring population 𝑄𝑡+1 from 𝑃𝑡+1 by using the
crowded tournament selection, crossover and mutation operators.

SPEA2. Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm (SPEA) has been in-
troduced by Zitzler et al. [14], and Algorithm 2 describes its steps.

Differently from 𝙽𝚂𝙶𝙰 − 𝙸𝙸, 𝚂𝙿𝙴𝙰𝟸 does not employ a non-dominated
sorting process to generate Pareto frontiers. Therefore, 𝚂𝙿𝙴𝙰𝟸 needs
additional data to create a Pareto frontier, as follows: (i) the population
size 𝑁 , the archive size �̄� in which non-dominated solutions are
stored, and the maximum number of generations 𝑇 , which is one of
the stopping criteria.

𝚂𝙿𝙴𝙰𝟸 randomly generates an initial population 𝑃0 and an empty
archive 𝑃0 in which non-dominated individuals are copied at each
iteration (see step 1 of the Algorithm 2).

For each iteration 𝑡 = 0, 1,… , the fitness function values of indi-
viduals in 𝑃𝑡 and 𝑃𝑡 are calculated (see step 2). Then non-dominated
individuals of 𝑃𝑡 and 𝑃𝑡 are copied to 𝑃𝑡+1, i.e., the next generation
archive, by discarding dominated individuals or duplicates (with re-
spect to the objective values). In case size of 𝑃𝑡+1 exceeds �̄� , the
truncation operator drops exceeded individuals by preserving the char-
acteristics of the frontier. In case size of 𝑃𝑡+1 is less than �̄� , dominated
individuals from 𝑃 and 𝑃𝑡 are used to fill 𝑃𝑡+1 (see step 3).

When 𝑡 > 𝑇 , 𝚂𝙿𝙴𝙰𝟸 generates the non-dominated set 𝐴 in output,
and the algorithm ends (see step 4). Until the stopping criterion is not
met, 𝚂𝙿𝙴𝙰𝟸 generates the new population through operators (i.e., selec-
tion, crossover, and mutation), and increments the generation counter
𝑡 = 𝑡 + 1 (see steps 5, and 6).

3.3. Refactoring feasibility

Refactoring is a continuous activity during the software develop-
ment, because developers change the source code structure due to
maintenance issues while preserving the internal behavior. Therefore,
any automated process should check the feasibility of refactoring ac-
tions to preserve the behavior. In case of a single action, it is quite easy
to guarantee the refactoring correctness, while problems arise when
multiple refactoring actions are applied in a row, and the sequence
correctness has to be verified.

The feasibility of a refactoring sequence can be verified in two dif-
ferent ways: (i) post-execution, first the refactoring sequence is applied,
and then its outcome is verified; or (ii) pre-evaluation of the sequence
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Algorithm 2 The 𝚂𝙿𝙴𝙰𝟸 algorithm, reported from [14]
Input: 𝑁 (population size)
̄ (archive size)

(maximum number of generations)
utput: 𝐴 (nondominated set)
tep 1: Initialization: Generate an initial population 𝑃0 and create

the empty archive (external set) 𝑃0 = ∅. Set 𝑡 = 0.
Step 2: Fitness assignment: Calculate fitness values of individuals in
𝑃𝑡 and 𝑃𝑡.
Step 3: Environment selection: Copy all non-dominated individuals
in 𝑃𝑡 and 𝑃𝑡 to 𝑃𝑡+1. If size of 𝑃𝑡+1 exceeds �̄� then reduce 𝑃𝑡+1 by means
of the truncation operator, otherwise if size of 𝑃𝑡+1 is less than �̄� then
ill 𝑃𝑡+1 with dominated individuals in 𝑃𝑡 and 𝑃𝑡.
tep 4: Termination: if 𝑡 ≥ 𝑇 or another stopping criterion is satisfied

hen add the set 𝐴 to the set of decision vectors represented by the non-
ominated individuals in 𝑃𝑡+1. Stop.
tep 5: Mating selection: Perform binary tournament selection with
eplacement on 𝑃𝑡+1 in order to fill the mating pool.
tep 6: Variation: Apply recombination and mutation operators to the
ating pool and 𝑃𝑡+1 to the resulting population. Increment generation

ounter (𝑡 = 𝑡 + 1) and go to Step 2.

feasibility, by checking in advance whether a sequence is feasible or
not.

To the best of our knowledge, Opkyde showed in his Ph.D. the-
sis [39] the first framework for the pre-evaluation case within the
object-oriented paradigm. First, each refactoring has to be equipped
with a pre and a postcondition, then the framework tests the feasibility
by checking the system’s status before and after applying the refac-
toring. Later, Cinnéide and Nixon have presented an extension to the
Opkyde’s framework within the Java context [40]. In particular, their
approach checks whether a precondition of an action in the sequence
violates the postcondition of its previous action in the sequence. Hence,
the approach is able to reduce single (pre)postconditions into global
ones. In particular: (i) the global precondition is made up of the first
action’s precondition in the sequence, plus each part of preconditions
that are not yet verified by their previous action postconditions; (ii) the
global postcondition is basically made up of all postconditions within
the sequence.

Eq. (1a) shows an example of the aforementioned process, where 𝐴𝑘

s a refactoring action, and 𝑃𝑟 and 𝑃𝑜 represent the pre- and postcondi-
ion, respectively. In particular, the right part of Eq. (1a) is the final
efactoring action derived from 𝐴𝑖 followed by 𝐴𝑗 . Eqs. (1b) and (1c)
escribe how the Cinnéide and Nixon’s framework derives the global
re- and postcondition, respectively. The global precondition of the
efactoring sequence shall be equal to: the precondition of the first
ction (i.e., 𝑃𝑟𝐴𝑖) joint with the remaining part (i.e., ∕ is the opera-
or that removes the postcondition from a precondition) of the next
reconditions that are not implicitly verified by the previous action
ostcondition (i.e., second part of the right-hand side of Eq. (1b)).

Hence, refactoring feasibility can be summarized as follows:

𝑃𝑟𝐴𝑃𝑜
𝑖 + 𝑃𝑟𝐴𝑃𝑜

𝑗 ⟼ 𝑃𝑟𝐴𝑃𝑜 (1a)

𝑟𝐴 = 𝑃𝑟𝐴𝑖 ∧ 𝐴𝑃𝑟
𝑗 ∕ 𝐴𝑖

𝑃𝑜 , (1b)

𝐴𝑃𝑜 = 𝐴𝑃𝑜
𝑖 ∧ 𝐴𝑃𝑜

𝑗 . (1c)

The global postcondition is trivially derived by joining all postcon-
ditions of actions belonging to the refactoring sequence, as defined
in Eq. (1c).
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4. 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁

4.1. Original 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁

Fig. 2 illustrates the 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁 framework. 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁 is an architecture-
based evolutionary tool that employs a multi-objective genetic algo-
rithm to discover Pareto frontiers. 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁 was presented in [12], and its
ore is grounded on JMetal [41]. JMetal is an open-source Java-based
ibrary that offers different evolutionary algorithm implementations,
uch as the 𝙽𝚂𝙶𝙰 − 𝙸𝙸 [38] that is exploited by 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁.

𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁 takes in input an initial software architecture and searches
he architectural space (i.e., the solution space) by (re-)combining
efactoring actions extracted from a repository, i.e., the Refactoring Ac-
ions Library in Fig. 2. The search process is driven by three objectives,
amely the performance quality indicator (perfQ), the architectural

distance (archDist) that is a measure of the intensity of changes induced
by refactoring actions, and the number of performance antipatterns
(#PAs) occurring in the software architecture Æmilia [42].

We assign to each action a specific weight, which represents the
effort to reproduce the action into the system. Therefore, heavier
weights are assigned to actions, such as component cloning, that are
considered more onerous than other ones. The combination of action
weights within a solution determines the value of archDist that has to
be minimized.

𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁 produces sequences of refactoring actions, as output, in
he form of a Pareto frontier, according to its evolutionary paradigm.
s a consequence, the Pareto frontier can be used to obtain near-
ptimal architectural alternatives generated by applying sequences of
efactoring actions to the initial architecture.

Fig. 3 depicts the 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁 flow. The process can start either with the
extual representation of the input architecture (along with the reward
pecification), or with its Ecore representation (i.e., the Æmilia model
onforming to the Æmilia metamodel). Since both representations are
ecessary for sake of 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁 work, two transformations (M2T and T2M

in the figure) are provided to generate one representation from the
other one.

𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁 invokes the native TwoTowers performance solver on the
textual representation, which calculates the performance indices de-
fined in the reward file. Thereafter, 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁 fills back the values of
indices into the model. Once filled the model, the performance an-
tipattern detection starts and identifies performance flaws. Thereafter,
𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁 applies refactoring actions on the model, thus a refactored
textual representation can be re-generated.

4.2. Extended 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁

In this section, we summarize the extensions that we introduce in
this paper to the 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁 approach, which are mostly aimed at overcom-
ing threats to validity arisen in our previous work [12]. We have parti-
tioned them in three areas, that are: experimental settings; refactoring
actions and Pareto solutions; performance antipattern detection.
Experimental settings.
1. Extended 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁 can support an additional evolutionary algorithm,
beside 𝙽𝚂𝙶𝙰 − 𝙸𝙸, that is 𝚂𝙿𝙴𝙰𝟸.
2. Original 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁 was observed to spend most of its execution time
on performance analyses, thus we have here introduced multi-thread
executions.
3. Extended 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁 is equipped with the JCommander2

command-line interface, which allows to manipulate the configuration
file where the user can set different configuration characteristics, such
as the action weights. Listing 3 reports a configuration file example.
Lines 1–11 are related to the evolutionary algorithm characteristics,
where Lines 2–5 set the stopping criterion, Lines 6–11 set the number

2 http://jcommander.org/

http://jcommander.org/
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Fig. 2. The EASIER framework.
Fig. 3. The EASIER refactoring flow.
of independent runs for each algorithm, the used algorithms, and the
quality indicators that will be used to analyze the Pareto frontier
goodness. From Line 12 to 24 there are settings related to the problem
itself. The user can specify the Æmilia solver’s path (Lines 12–14), and
she can also set characteristics related to refactoring actions and how
they shall be treated during the process. For example, the user can
change the weight of a refactoring action type, and this might induce
different selections during the solution process. Last lines (i.e., from 25
to 37) instead, set running configurations, such as the output location
and the input model path.
4. In order to improve usability, extended 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁 only needs either
an Æmilia initial textual architecture or an Æmilia model, because it
autonomously generates the other needed files.

Refactoring actions and Pareto solutions.
1. In original 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁, we had assumed predefined and fixed weights for
the contributions of refactoring actions to the 𝐴𝑟𝑐ℎ𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡 objective [12].
In extended 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁 we enable the user to specify different weights in
the configuration file.
2. Our results with original 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁 have suggested that diversity within
a Pareto frontier is preserved and, in addition, the longer 𝙽𝚂𝙶𝙰 − 𝙸𝙸
6

runs (i.e., while #𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑠 increases), the more the performance quality
of Pareto solutions increases. Hence, in extended 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁, we have
introduced appropriate indicators aimed at showing the quality of
generated Pareto frontiers.
3. We mitigate the randomness factor of genetic algorithms by introduc-
ing the concept of independent runs that reduces this factor and, thus,
improves the quality of the solutions.
4. Another powerful 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁’s extension is the generation of charts and
tables. In particular, extended 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁 exploits the JMetal’s plotting
engine, which is able to create LATEX tables and R scripts,3 once the
results are available. We use this extension in Section 6, where results
are analyzed.
5. We equip 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁 with a new refactoring action, named Remove-
ClonedRefactoringAction, which is able to detect and remove a replica of
an AEI within an Æmilia model. This action turned to be particularly
useful for answering RQ3, namely for showing the independence of

3 https://www.r-project.org/

https://www.r-project.org/
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�

Listing 3: An excerpt of 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁’s configuration parameters�
1 #settings related to the JMetal
2 --maxEvaluation
3 2560
4 --populationSize
5 40
6 --independent_runs
7 31
8 --algorithm
9 NSGA-II,SPEA2

10 --quality_indicator
11 SPREAD,IGD+,IGD,EPSILON,HYPER_VOLUME ,

GENERALIZED_SPREAD
12 #AEmilia solver
13 --ttKernel
14 easier-twoTowersSolver/bin/TTKernel
15 --length
16 4
17 --maxCloning
18 3
19 --cloningWeight
20 1.5
21 --constChangesWeight
22 1
23 -factor_of_change
24 0.5
25 #settings related to the problem
26 -outF
27 target/output_folder
28 -temporary_folder
29 target/tmp
30 --cleaning_temporary_file
31 true
32 --input_model
33 models/FTA
34 -oclTemplate
35 detectionSingleValuePA.ocl
36 -generateReferenceFront
37 true�
Table 1
Configuration characteristics.

Characteristic Eligible values

Genome’s length 2, 4, 6
Cloning action weight 1.5, 4
Max number of cloning 3, genome length
Used algorithms 𝙽𝚂𝙶𝙰 − 𝙸𝙸, 𝚂𝙿𝙴𝙰𝟸

optimal solutions from the search starting point in the solution space.
Performance Antipattern detection.

Threshold calibration is a crucial task for performance antipattern
detection. Since the number of performance antipattern occurrences
is used as an objective of the fitness function, and our performance
analysis is grounded on them, we have extended 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁 by intro-
ducing the thresholds updating. We have implemented an engine for
calculating and updating thresholds for each refactored version of the
initial architecture. In particular, once a refactored Æmilia model is
solved (i.e., performance indices are obtained), the engine updates
all threshold values with respect to the current values of the refac-
tored model. Thus, updated thresholds shall improve the quality of the
Pareto frontiers solutions by enabling a more realistic and trustworthy
performance antipatterns detection step.

5. Case study

A Fire Tracker Alarm System (FTAS) is a distributed system
equipped with sensors and actuators that collaborate to discover a fire
risk inside a building effectively. The system shall also drive the rescue
teams by sensing the environment. For example, messages about the
number of persons inside the fired building, the status of different fired
edifice areas can be used by the rescue teams to understand and manage
the most critical situations.
7

Fig. 4. Software architecture of FTA system. (For interpretation of the references to
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 5. AEI cloning percentage within all the generated Pareto frontiers.

Fig. 4 shows a graphical representation of the software architecture
of an FTAS. Each rectangle represents an architectural element type
(i.e., a software component), following the Æmilia syntax, whereas
each square on the boundary of a component represents an Æmilia
input/output interaction. We have also used a colored representation
for different types of interactions. The orange square is the external
interaction of the system, that is where the workload insists; gray
squares are passive interaction, i.e., a port without execution rate that
is invoked by an active interaction; green squares, instead, represent
output ports for active interactions, which are equipped with execution
rates. Therefore, on the green ports, we can measure performance
attributes, such as throughput. A filled black arrow in Fig. 4 represents
a connection between an output interaction and the relative input one
through the execution flow. Instead, a dashed arrow, i.e., an arrow
contained in an architectural element type, is part of the internal
execution flow. In addition, numbers over the dashed arrows indicate
the sequence in the flow.

Fig. 4 represents the scenario where data gathered by a wireless sen-
sor network (i.e., WSN) are collected by the fire tracker alarm compo-
nent (i.e., FTA) by reading over a communication channel (i.e., CHN).
Once data are available, they are sent through a LAN connection
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Table 2
IGD+ evaluation.
Run no. 𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑠

640 1280 1920 2560 3200 3840 4480

1 0.28896424 0.25217009 0.22799095 0.22789236 0.20667396 0.05786127 0.22096031
2 0.26609202 0.25948240 0.11384537 0.13876642 0.07492868 0.22227470 0.10208681
3 0.19476874 0.15728731 0.22989011 0.28762127 0.23341187 0.08954688 0.21427761
4 0.30374756 0.12541618 0.14591301 0.21710196 0.21462812 0.11682733 0.28644664
5 0.21203714 0.18079626 0.13696800 0.22817353 0.21360813 0.20520276 0.08075344
6 0.27458070 0.29825844 0.22271876 0.09579877 0.20558989 0.20731747 0.08683023
7 0.32966377 0.31272058 0.22595255 0.23482556 0.21052306 0.21709351 0.29167492
8 0.27147382 0.12054098 0.11865112 0.13264614 0.20672049 0.09562036 0.21037815
9 0.30748046 0.30233220 0.20876209 0.23284990 0.21224823 0.21556305 0.22893723
10 0.28374857 0.25385882 0.16621304 0.09327722 0.21510271 0.21765857 0.28743317
11 0.29976673 0.07232863 0.09999044 0.21215015 0.22380547 0.07843728 0.21930705
12 0.32220043 0.22525136 0.13715925 0.09585480 0.21553820 0.09831807 0.10266867
13 0.34950962 0.23999971 0.25328160 0.11316765 0.07354134 0.22274936 0.28545388
14 0.27566244 0.24888146 0.17589527 0.06525624 0.29916895 0.08930438 0.21094144
15 0.33741317 0.22985483 0.10291461 0.09054199 0.21601043 0.28856099 0.05663170
16 0.20399422 0.23333188 0.22596088 0.29113654 0.28529781 0.05565337 0.05634538
17 0.13957443 0.32485994 0.20760030 0.10820258 0.21823707 0.21593756 0.20627091
18 0.27671148 0.14270642 0.08368596 0.21108907 0.08276045 0.22306691 0.04114042
19 0.51574902 0.11968281 0.22823872 0.09669821 0.10320726 0.21486012 0.07341247
20 0.56739010 0.25412873 0.13091957 0.13237816 0.21182204 0.07703289 0.05296311
21 0.18976146 0.24754019 0.11928192 0.23395893 0.08512559 0.22132676 0.29406799
22 0.31342608 0.31656073 0.14508682 0.29538326 0.11165449 0.06359779 0.14496928
23 0.24091981 0.15130782 0.24349983 0.08254000 0.29508358 0.20766685 0.04645390
24 0.28960892 0.25050694 0.22514820 0.13093885 0.13078000 0.10588911 0.06934156
25 0.15516491 0.10970022 0.13642677 0.07599209 0.08305351 0.20979156 0.05555768
26 0.25407861 0.13034066 0.25452490 0.22343331 0.10101549 0.07432557 0.21717025
27 0.27474036 0.31638314 0.23780070 0.10095720 0.22704947 0.21388170 0.20887610
28 0.17925985 0.21829925 0.28471723 0.11337058 0.22589281 0.22980511 0.29534439
29 0.32094551 0.25959245 0.09436473 0.10600229 0.21854423 0.11373668 0.06252462
30 0.28899702 0.09116908 0.23811364 0.28904856 0.10409012 0.21919053 0.20478543
31 0.17805734 0.18895362 0.23603150 0.10186532 0.08934521 0.21049558 0.22217993

AVG 0.28082221 0.21400784 0.18250154 0.16319093 0.18046641 0.16382561 0.16568338
Table 3
Percentage of cloning actions with respect to the maximum number of clones 𝑀𝐶.

(a) With a fixed maximum number of clones 𝑀𝐶.

Configuration 𝙽𝚂𝙶𝙰 − 𝙸𝙸 𝚂𝙿𝙴𝙰𝟸

GL2_WCA1.5_MC3 0% 13%
GL2_WCA4_MC3 0% 13%

GL4_WCA1.5_MC3 34% 31%
GL4_WCA4_MC3 37% 31%

GL6_WCA1.5_MC3 22% 21%
GL6_WCA4_MC3 23% 22%

(b) While varying the maximum number of clones 𝑀𝐶.

Configuration 𝙽𝚂𝙶𝙰 − 𝙸𝙸 𝚂𝙿𝙴𝙰𝟸

GL2_WCA1.5_MC2 0% 14%
GL2_WCA4_MC2 0.05% 11%

GL4_WCA1.5_MC4 38% 34%
GL4_WCA4_MC4 34% 35%

GL6_WCA1.5_MC6 24% 20%
GL6_WCA4_MC6 24% 22%

Table 4
Strength of Pearson’s correlation association.
Strength |Pearson’s index|

Small .1 to .3
Medium .3 to .5
Large .5 to 1.0

(i.e., LAN) to: database (i.e., DB), desktop application (i.e., DSK), and
security component (i.e., SCR). In fact, DB is in charge of storing the
data, DSK shows data to the user, and SCR is responsible of encrypting
and decrypting data.
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Table 5
The correlation between perfQ objective and number of clones within the Pareto
frontier across different configurations.

Configuration 𝙽𝚂𝙶𝙰 − 𝙸𝙸 𝚂𝙿𝙴𝙰𝟸

corr(perfQ, #clones) corr(perfQ, #clones)

GL2_WCA1.5_MC2 – 0.2530989
GL2_WCA1.5_MC3 – 0.2381797
GL2_WCA4_MC2 0.5592833 0.3546843
GL2_WCA4_MC3 – 0.2499727

GL4_WCA1.5_MC3 0.925486 0.3232229
GL4_WCA1.5_MC4 0.9593117 0.3435335
GL4_WCA4_MC3 0.9238935 0.3247436
GL4_WCA4_MC4 0.9323529 0.3502303

GL6_WCA1.5_MC3 0.9337395 0.3071001
GL6_WCA1.5_MC6 0.9168686 0.04478265
GL6_WCA4_MC3 0.9274892 0.4279062
GL6_WCA4_MC6 0.8038546 0.3352722

This is the scenario that we have considered for our experimenta-
tion. However, Fig. 4 also contains dashed arrows and components,
as example results of refactoring actions, as well as new bold rates of
actions, which will be illustrated later.

6. Experimental analysis

With respect to our previous work [12], we have introduced here
the possibility of varying several internal configuration characteristics
in order to investigate their correlation with the quality of the results.
Table 1 reports all the eligible values for each considered characteristic.

First, the user can set a different genome’s length at her conve-
nience. In our experimentation, we have set this length to different
values to investigate its correlation with performance improvement. We
have also considered that an extremely long genome would not be a

useful solution, since it generates a refactored architecture very distant
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Fig. 6. Percentage of constant change refactoring actions within 𝙽𝚂𝙶𝙰 − 𝙸𝙸 and 𝚂𝙿𝙴𝙰𝟸 Pareto frontiers.

Fig. 7. Sensitivity of solutions to 𝐹𝑂𝐶 for the 𝙽𝚂𝙶𝙰 − 𝙸𝙸 algorithm with Genome length 2, while varying the cloning action weight and its maximum number. (For interpretation
of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 8. Sensitivity of solutions to 𝐹𝑂𝐶 for the 𝙽𝚂𝙶𝙰 − 𝙸𝙸 algorithm with Genome length 4, while varying the cloning action weight and its maximum number. (For interpretation
f the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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rom the initial one. Hence, we have limited the genome length to six
ndividuals.

Second, in extended 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁, it is possible to set the weight of a
loning action. This characteristic is especially relevant in combination
ith the weight that we assign to a change rate action that is set to 1, as

he reference unit of weight. We recall that these weights determine the
rchDist objective value, hence the ratio between the two refactoring
ction weights may favor the occurrence of actions in the solutions
ound. For this reason, in our experimentation, we have set the cloning
ction weight to two quite different values (i.e., 1.5 and 4).

Again on the cloning action, the user can now limit the maximum
umber of cloning for each genome. In our experimentation, we have
et once the limit to three (as in the original 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁), and then to
he genome’s length. In the original 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁, we had limited this num-
er due to computation time, because cloning actions produce larger
milia models that need more time to be processed. Since we have now
itigated this issue by introducing multi-thread performance analysis,

t is feasible to consider a larger number of cloning actions up to the
enome length.

Finally, extended 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁 supports two different evolutionary al-
orithms, namely 𝙽𝚂𝙶𝙰 − 𝙸𝙸 and 𝚂𝙿𝙴𝙰𝟸. We compare the 𝚂𝙿𝙴𝙰𝟸 near-
areto frontiers against 𝙽𝚂𝙶𝙰 − 𝙸𝙸 ones to analyze the quality of ob-
ained solutions.

In order to validate our approach, we have created a benchmark
f twelve configurations by varying, for each used algorithm, the
haracteristics reported in Table 1.
10
.1. Tuning phase

Before presenting the obtained results, we shortly discuss in this
ection the preliminary process that we have performed to assign values
o typical multi-objective parameters.

We have focused on those parameters strictly related to the evo-
utionary context, i.e., #𝑒𝑝𝑜, 𝑝𝑜𝑝, #𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑠, 𝑝(𝑥𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟) and 𝑝(𝑚𝑢𝑡). First, we
ave decided to fix the two probabilities, i.e., 𝑝(𝑥𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟) and 𝑝(𝑚𝑢𝑡), to
(𝑥𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟) = 0.8 and 𝑝(𝑚𝑢𝑡) = 0.2, respectively, as suggested in [43].

Then, we have searched for an optimal tuning of the other ones
i.e., #𝑒𝑝𝑜, 𝑝𝑜𝑝, #𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑠). As a support to this search, we have considered

well-known indicator, namely the Enhanced Inverted Generational
istance (IGD+) [44] that estimates the quality of obtained frontiers.

In order to evaluate the quality of a set of near-optimal solutions
i.e., a near-Pareto frontier), they can be compared to a Reference Pareto
rontier (RPF), which in some cases is available and well-known. In our
ase, we have obtained a RPF by combining 31 non-dominated near-
areto frontiers. Once a RPF is available, IGD+ can be used to estimate
he quality of a near-Pareto frontier while varying parameters, such as
𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑠 during the tuning phase, as it expresses a geometrical distance
etween the near-Pareto and the Relative Pareto Frontiers. Therefore,
he shorter is the distance, the better is the near-Pareto under analysis.

e have chosen the IGD+ indicator to find the optimal configuration
f our experimentation also because it is lightweight to calculate (in
erms of execution time).

First of all, we have experimentally identified an optimal value
f the initial population 𝑝𝑜𝑝, namely 64 individuals. In our experi-
entation, this number represents a good compromise between the

eneration time, i.e., the needed time to build the initial population,
nd the diversity within the population. Once 𝑝𝑜𝑝 has been fixed, we
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Fig. 9. Sensitivity of solutions to 𝐹𝑂𝐶 for the 𝙽𝚂𝙶𝙰 − 𝙸𝙸 algorithm with Genome length 6, while varying the cloning action weight and its maximum number. (For interpretation
f the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
ave changed the maximum number of epochs (i.e., #𝑒𝑝𝑜) from 10 to
0 (by a step of 10). We remark that #𝑒𝑝𝑜 represents the epochs during
hich a genetic algorithm combines individuals to generate the new
ffspring. 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁 calculates the maximum number of evolutions (i.e., a
topping criteria) as #𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑠 = 𝑝𝑜𝑝 ∗ #𝑒𝑝𝑜. Hence, by varying #𝑒𝑝𝑜, we can
ontrol the Pareto frontiers quality, since the longer is the evaluation,
he better is the frontier.

.1.1. 𝑅𝑄1.1: role of cloning
Table 2 reports the IGD+ indicator values, where different runs

re on the rows and the #𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑠 values obtained while varying #𝑒𝑝𝑜 as
escribed above are on the columns. While moving from left to right
long columns, the runs require longer execution times due to higher
𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑠 values. By observing the AVG row at the bottom of the table,
e can notice that the minimum average IGD+ value is around 0.16,
hich is obtained for different values of #𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑠. Hence, due to the above
xecution time consideration, we have selected the leftmost column in
hich it is achieved, that is the bold one. Therefore, #𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑠 = 2560 has
een adopted in our experimentation.

.2. Results discussion

In the following, we discuss in detail the results in terms of cor-
elation between refactoring actions and performance variation.4 In
articular, we are interested in the influence of configuration char-
cteristics on the goodness of Pareto frontiers’ solutions. From now

4 A replication package of our experiments can be found here: https://git.
o/easier-rep-pkg.
11

i

on, we use the following notation to identify a specific configuration:
GLx_WCAy_MCz, where x expresses the genome’s length (GL), y ex-
presses the weight assigned to a cloning action (WCA), and z expresses
the maximum number of clones (MC) within a genome.

As defined in the introduction, we recall that our experimentation
is aimed at answering the following research questions:

• 𝑅𝑄1: Which evolutionary algorithm proposes more interesting
near-Pareto solutions on our multi-objective optimization prob-
lem between 𝙽𝚂𝙶𝙰 − 𝙸𝙸 and 𝚂𝙿𝙴𝙰𝟸, while varying their configura-
tion characteristics? In particular:

– 𝑅𝑄1.1: What is the role of the cloning action within obtained
solutions?

– 𝑅𝑄1.2: What is the role of change rate action within ob-
tained solutions?

• 𝑅𝑄2: Which evolutionary algorithm better inspects the solu-
tion space on our multi-objective optimization problem between
𝙽𝚂𝙶𝙰 − 𝙸𝙸 and 𝚂𝙿𝙴𝙰𝟸, while varying the configuration character-
istics?

• 𝑅𝑄3: Is 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁 able to reach a desired solution independently of
the search starting point within the solution space?

First, we have conducted a study on the percentage of cloning
within near-Pareto frontiers. Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) show two pie-charts
with the AEI cloning percentage within all the generated Pareto fron-
tiers by 𝙽𝚂𝙶𝙰 − 𝙸𝙸, and 𝚂𝙿𝙴𝙰𝟸, respectively.5

5 Note that the scale of color shades does not represent the goodness, but
t has a graphical meaning only.

https://git.io/easier-rep-pkg
https://git.io/easier-rep-pkg
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As a first analysis, SCR and FTA are cloned with the same per-
entage both in case of 𝙽𝚂𝙶𝙰 − 𝙸𝙸 and 𝚂𝙿𝙴𝙰𝟸. Therefore, the software
rchitecture shall contain at least a replica of the FTA and the SCR
o show either better performance or reduce the number of detected
erformance antipatterns. Furthermore, it is also clear that the DSK and
AN AEIs do not require to be cloned in near-Pareto frontiers (i.e., both
ere never cloned). Moreover, the 𝙽𝚂𝙶𝙰 − 𝙸𝙸 algorithm never clones the

CHN and WSN AEIs, while it creates one replica of the DB AEI out of
five clones (i.e., 20%). The 𝚂𝙿𝙴𝙰𝟸 near-optimal Pareto frontiers, instead,
re a bit different. In fact, DB is the third most cloned AEI, in 15% of
he cases, whereas WSN and CHN have been cloned only in 2% of the
ases.

Both the FTA and LAN AEIs are central in the architecture in Fig. 4,
hus it may be expected that both AEIs are subject to cloning actions.
s opposite, only FTA needs to be cloned in practice, for the following
eason. In 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁, we have introduced a specific Factor of change
(𝐹𝑂𝐶) applied to action rates within an Æmilia architecture, and we
have bounded it to [0.5, 2]. In our example, the 𝐹𝑂𝐶 range might not
be large enough to include FTA rates that induce better performance,
thus forcing 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁 to create a replica of the FTA AEI. Instead, 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁
can achieve better performance solutions by changing the LAN rates,
thus it is not necessary to create a LAN replica.

We have then analyzed the percentage of cloning actions overall so-
lutions, while varying configurations. In Tables 3a, 3b the first column
reports the configuration (e.g., GL2_WCA1.5_MC3), whereas the second
and third columns report the percentage obtained with 𝙽𝚂𝙶𝙰 − 𝙸𝙸 and
𝙿𝙴𝙰𝟸 algorithms, respectively. Tables differ for the setting of maximum
umber of clones.

We have noticed that the 𝚂𝙿𝙴𝙰𝟸 algorithm considers more cloning
ctions within near-Pareto solutions where GL is equal to 2, due to
12
its Pareto frontiers nature. In fact, by construction 𝚂𝙿𝙴𝙰𝟸 generates a
ider frontier than 𝙽𝚂𝙶𝙰 − 𝙸𝙸, and this may result in worse solutions,

.e., a 𝚂𝙿𝙴𝙰𝟸 solution may contain dominated solutions (as mentioned
n Section 3.2).

We can also notice that medium length genomes (i.e., GL4) corre-
pond to the cases where the cloning actions have higher percentage
f occurrences in both the algorithms (roughly 30%), and in both
ables 3a, 3b. By analyzing more in-depth this result, we have found
hat it is due to a limitation of the Æmilia grammar combined with
he example architecture structure that we have considered. Indeed,
he Æmilia grammar does not allow to have a connection between
wo ports (i.e., outgoing and incoming ports) with OR-OR nature. Our
loning action has been implemented in the way that it preserves the
unctional behavior, and this is achieved by changing the nature of the
eighborhood ports of AEIs that come before and follow the cloned
EI in the architecture. In particular, it changes those ports to OR to

distribute the requests among the original and cloned AEIs. Thus, the
system behavior is preserved because the action does not change the
original flow and, at the same time, the performance shall improve
because the clone action can reduce the utilization of the target AEI.
As a side effect, it is practically forbidden to clone two AEIs that are
adjacent in the execution flow, and this is limiting in our case study.

Thereafter, we have analyzed the correlation among the perfor-
mance improvement represented by the perfQ objective and the number
of cloning actions (i.e., #𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑠) in near-Pareto frontiers, by using the
Pearson’s correlation index. Table 4 relates the correlation strength to
ranges of the index absolute value. If the Pearson’s index is near ±1,
then it is said to be a perfect correlation: as one variable increases, the
other one tends to also increase (if positive) or decrease (if negative).
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Fig. 11. Sensitivity of solutions to 𝐹𝑂𝐶 for the 𝚂𝙿𝙴𝙰𝟸 algorithm with Genome length 4, while varying the cloning action weight and its maximum number. (For interpretation of
he references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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We have reported all Pearson’s correlation index values in Table 5,
here the first column lists all the considered configurations, whereas

he second and third columns list the Pearson’s correlation values for
𝚂𝙶𝙰 − 𝙸𝙸 and 𝚂𝙿𝙴𝙰𝟸, respectively.

We can observe that for 𝙽𝚂𝙶𝙰 − 𝙸𝙸 algorithm, in most of cases,
erfQ and #𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑠 hold a large degree of correlation. In only one case,
amely GL2_WCA4_MC2, the two variables follow an inverse trend
hile still having a high degree of correlation. Moreover, in three differ-
nt problems with a short genome’s length (namely GL2_CWA1.5_MC2,
L2_CWA1.5_MC3, and GL2_CWA4_MC3), the correlation cannot be
alculated due to no clones within their Pareto frontiers.

Instead, in the case of 𝚂𝙿𝙴𝙰𝟸, perfQ globally shows a medium
strength of correlation with the number of clones. The 𝚂𝙿𝙴𝙰𝟸’s Pearson
orrelation is lower than the 𝙽𝚂𝙶𝙰 − 𝙸𝙸 one very likely due to the
𝙿𝙴𝙰𝟸’s Pareto frontiers size. In fact, differently from 𝙽𝚂𝙶𝙰 − 𝙸𝙸, a
rontier must be full at each iteration in 𝚂𝙿𝙴𝙰𝟸. Therefore, its size
ust be equal to the population size, thus it might contain dominated

olutions.

.2.1. 𝑅𝑄1.2: role of action rates
Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) show the percentage of constant change refactor-

ng actions within 𝙽𝚂𝙶𝙰 − 𝙸𝙸 and 𝚂𝙿𝙴𝙰𝟸 Pareto frontiers, respectively.
n general, the most refactored constant in our example architecture is
ec_rate (by around 29%), which represents the rate of the decryption
ction. The second most changed constant is lan_sec_rate, by around
0% in case of 𝙽𝚂𝙶𝙰 − 𝙸𝙸, and around 15% in case of 𝚂𝙿𝙴𝙰𝟸.

Since a constant can be changed by a Factor Of Change (𝐹𝑂𝐶) that
can be either an increment or decrease, as we said before, we have
studied the sensitivity of solutions to 𝐹𝑂𝐶. Figs. 7 through 12 show
13

24 charts, where the first twelve ones are related to the 𝙽𝚂𝙶𝙰 − 𝙸𝙸 a
algorithm, while the second twelve ones are related to 𝚂𝙿𝙴𝙰𝟸. For each
algorithm the charts are partitioned by genome length (i.e., GL), while
varying the other configuration characteristic (i.e., WCA, and MC). The
𝑦-axis of each chart lists Æmilia constants rates, while the 𝑥-axis reports
the number of times 𝐹𝑂𝐶 assumes a positive (i.e., red bar) or negative
(i.e., blue bar) value within near-Pareto solutions. It is worth noticing
that dec_rate and lan_sec_rate, which are the most considered constants
(as said above), are always changed by a positive 𝐹𝑂𝐶 (e.g., dec_rate
in GL4_WCA4_MC4 has been positively changed 1019 times in case of
𝚂𝙿𝙴𝙰𝟸 and 101 times in case of 𝙽𝚂𝙶𝙰 − 𝙸𝙸). Hence, we can deduce that
he architecture tends to go towards near-optimal solutions when both
ec_rate and lan_sec_rate are increased.

It is worth noticing that the SCR AEI and the dec_rate and
an_dec_rate constants are involved within the same execution flow
hat concerns the system security. Hence, on the basis of frequent SCR
loning and these rate changes, we can assert that 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁 has identified
his security flow as a critical one that needs to be refactored to improve
erformance.

.2.2. 𝑅𝑄2: solution space inspection
In order to understand and compare Pareto frontiers, quality indices

ave been introduced [45,46]. A very used one is the Hyper-Volume
HV) that indicates how much of the solution space is covered by the
lgorithm. Unfortunately, HV is costly to calculate. Therefore, other
uality indicators have been introduced, such as the Enhanced Inverted
enerational Distance plus (IGD+), which calculates the distance be-

ween a solution and the optimal one. It is intuitive to deduce that the
atter index should be as close to zero as possible, while the former
ne should be as much large as possible. Figs. 13, and 14 show box

nd whisker plots of HV and IGD+, respectively.
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In terms of HV, 𝙽𝚂𝙶𝙰 − 𝙸𝙸 outperforms 𝚂𝙿𝙴𝙰𝟸 in all solutions except
he case of GL_6_WCA4_MC6 in which 𝚂𝙿𝙴𝙰𝟸 better inspects the solution

space. The latter case may be due to the structure of the Pareto frontier.
In fact, as said above, 𝚂𝙿𝙴𝙰𝟸 produces larger frontiers than 𝙽𝚂𝙶𝙰 − 𝙸𝙸

oes, in which dominated solutions may be considered. Hence, in case
f GL_6_WCA4_MC6 the larger Pareto is very likely made of better
olutions.

With respect to IGD+, 𝙽𝚂𝙶𝙰 − 𝙸𝙸 always outperforms 𝚂𝙿𝙴𝙰𝟸. In
articular, by considering the GL6_WCA4_MC6 problem where𝚂𝙿𝙴𝙰𝟸
utperforms 𝙽𝚂𝙶𝙰 − 𝙸𝙸 in terms of HV, in terms of IGD+ 𝙽𝚂𝙶𝙰 − 𝙸𝙸

orks better than 𝚂𝙿𝙴𝙰𝟸. In this case, perhaps a narrower frontier is
elpful to obtain better performance.

By summarizing, based on our results, we can claim that 𝙽𝚂𝙶𝙰 − 𝙸𝙸

roduces better solutions against the 𝚂𝙿𝙴𝙰𝟸 ones. In particular, we
ave compared near-Pareto frontiers, obtained under different config-
rations, using well-known quality indicators, such as Hyper-Volume
HV) [45] and Enhanced Inverted Generational Distance (IGD+) [46].
𝚂𝙶𝙰 − 𝙸𝙸 outperforms the 𝚂𝙿𝙴𝙰𝟸 in terms of HV in almost the cases.
ence, 𝙽𝚂𝙶𝙰 − 𝙸𝙸 more widely covers the solution space volume than
𝙿𝙴𝙰𝟸 (see Fig. 13). In terms of IGD+, only in one case 𝚂𝙿𝙴𝙰𝟸 generates
comparable near-Pareto frontier (see Fig. 14).

.2.3. 𝑅𝑄3: Is 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁 able to reach a desired solution independently of the
earch starting point within the solution space?

We answer 𝑅𝑄3 by introducing a process that generates worse
rchitectures than a reference architecture and, by applying 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁 to
he former ones, we check whether the process leads to optimal solu-
ions that are close to the reference architecture, where the closeness
riterion is defined in the following.
14

L

Hence, in order to obtain worse architectures, we have inverted
he 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁 fitness function. In particular, we have asked 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁 to
ind architectures that minimize the PerfQ objective. We remind that
erfQ represents the performance variation indicator, and it can as-
ume positive or negative values, thus its minimization leads towards
olutions with negative values that represent performance degradation.
e have run 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁 with the inverted fitness function and then we

ave ordered all generated solutions from the worst to the best one in
erms of PerfQ values. We have then considered the first five solutions
s different architectures that users might have designed, and we have
ppointed them as inputs to the optimization process. Thereafter, we
ave executed 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁, starting from each of these five architectures,
ith the original fitness function (i.e., the one that maximizes PerfQ
nd minimizes the other two objectives) to obtain Pareto frontiers of
on-dominated solutions. Finally, we have estimated the closeness of
olutions in Pareto frontiers with the reference architecture, in order
o evaluate the ability of 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁 to reach a desired solution starting
rom different points of the solution space.

In our context, we consider an architecture close to another one
hen their performance are similar. Therefore, we use PerfQ itself to
uantify this closeness. The lower is the PerfQ absolute value, the closer
re the considered architectures.

In Fig. 15 we have drawn five radar charts, where each chart
epicts a Pareto frontier obtained from applying 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁 to one of the
ive worsened architectures considered as initial ones. In particular:
harts 15(a), and 15(b) depict Pareto frontiers obtained from initial
olutions that both have LAN and CHN AEI cloned, and whose closeness
o the reference architecture is around 35%; Charts 15(e), and 15(d)
epict Pareto frontiers obtained from initial solutions that have only

AN AEI cloned, and whose closeness to the reference architecture is
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Fig. 13. Hyper-Volume (HV) boxplots.
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round 33%; Chart 15(c), instead, depicts the Pareto frontier obtained
rom an initial solution with LAN and WSN AEI cloned, and whose
loseness to the reference architecture is around 34%.

Each triangle within a radar describes a solution belonging to that
areto frontier. The radar axes are: (i) the number of changes; (ii)
he number of performance antipatterns; (iii) the performance quality
i.e., PerfQ). For each solution, we have drawn the triangle having as
ertices the three objectives, whose values are reported in the square
oxes coupled to each radar in the figure. A special attention has to
e given to PerfQ that, as mentioned above, has been computed as the
erformance quality difference between a solution within the Pareto
rontier (i.e., the triangle) and the reference architecture. In this way,
he absolute value of PerfQ represents the closeness between them.

Each radar caption reports the closeness of a whole Pareto frontier
o the reference architecture, defined as the average closeness over-
ll solutions belonging to the frontier. We observe that the average
loseness in all five cases falls within 3% and 5%, while (as mentioned
bove) the closeness of initial architectures were falling between 33%
nd 35%. This indicates that 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁 is able to find acceptable solutions,
lose enough to the reference one, while starting from quite different
oints of the search solution space.

On the basis of our results, and considering the evolutionary opti-
ization randomness, we can summarize that 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁 can suggest to the
ser near-optimal solutions with improved performance independently
rom the initial architecture.
15
6.3. Scalabity

In order to evaluate the scalability of 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁, we have measured
he execution time needed to obtain near-Pareto frontiers while varying
he configuration characteristics of 𝙽𝚂𝙶𝙰 − 𝙸𝙸 and 𝚂𝙿𝙴𝙰𝟸. For sake of
iscussion, we report in Fig. 16 the execution time of three configura-
ions for both the algorithms while varying the number of evolutions.
he execution time is expressed in millisecond on the 𝑦-axis, and the
umber of evolutions is on the 𝑥-axis.

Notably, we have selected configurations with the maximum num-
er of clones equal to the genome length since they more likely gener-
te solutions equipped with a large number of clones. Indeed, we have
mpirically found that most of the time is taken by the Æmilia solver
i.e., TTKernel) to obtain performance indices. Therefore, solutions
ith a high number of clones take more time since the Æmilia model
as to be transformed into a Markov chain made of a high number of
tates.

By analyzing these three configurations, we can note that 𝚂𝙿𝙴𝙰𝟸

equires 5.55 h to compute a Pareto frontier with 4480 evals, while
𝙽𝚂𝙶𝙰 − 𝙸𝙸 requires 3.33 h to solve the same configuration. Thus, in
his case 𝙽𝚂𝙶𝙰 − 𝙸𝙸 outperforms 𝚂𝙿𝙴𝙰𝟸 in terms of execution time, as
eported also in some previous work [47].

In our tuning phase (see Section 6.1), by considering the execution
ime needed to obtain a Pareto frontier with the highest number of
volution (i.e., 4480) and the quality indicator (i.e., IGD+) as shown
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Fig. 14. Enhanced Inverted Generational Distance (IGD+) boxplots.
in Table 2, we have decided to use 2560 as the number of evolution,
which generates Pareto frontier with IGD+ 0.163. Moreover, we have
also decided to use a genome length 4, which requires to 𝙽𝚂𝙶𝙰 − 𝙸𝙸

1.388 h on average for each Pareto frontier, because it represents a
reasonable number of refactoring actions to be applied in a row.

7. Threats to validity

In this section, we discuss threats to validity of our approach by
following their classification in [48].

Conclusion validity. We have executed thorough experiments, which
have produced a lot of data on the specific architecture example that
we have considered. Thus, we are not affected by Low statistical power,
and Violated assumptions of statistical tests. Meanwhile, we might be
affected by the Fishing and the error rate threat, namely we might be
blinded in searching a specific result. This is not a real problem in
our approach, because it is expected to produce multiple suggestions
to software architects for performance improvements, hence it is not
aimed at finding any specific solution.

In order to remove, instead, threats related to measurements and im-
plementation, such as Reliability of measures and Reliability of treatment
implementation, we have executed thirty-one different runs for each
problem. The idea is to remove the randomness of the evolutionary
16
algorithms by repeating different runs. Hence, our approach shall be
resilient with respect to these threats.

Internal validity. In order to mitigate selection threats, we have con-
figured our experiments in the way that multiple executions are run.
Indeed, a selection threat can be due to the way 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁 selects a
solution among all the ones within the solution space. We mitigate this
threat by introducing multiple repetitions for each configuration. This
mechanism might also mitigate threats concerning the ambiguity about
direction of causal influence. In fact, as we have reported in Table 5, we
have encountered high correlations between the performance improve-
ments and the number of clones within Pareto frontiers, and we rely
that no casual influences have threatened our results.

External validity. Due to the nature of the modeling language that we
have considered, it is clear that we cannot make deductions within
different modeling contexts, which could be possibly adopted in real in-
dustrial environments. In particular, the portfolio of refactoring actions
is affected by the considered modeling language because its syntax and
semantics determine the amount and type of refactoring actions that
can be put in place. Hence, the 𝙴𝙰𝚂𝙸𝙴𝚁 porting to other languages has
to be investigated.
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Fig. 15. Radar charts of Pareto solutions w.r.t. to reference architecture.

Fig. 16. Execution times of a chunk of experiments for 𝙽𝚂𝙶𝙰 − 𝙸𝙸 and 𝚂𝙿𝙴𝙰𝟸 over different evaluations. The 𝑥-axis represents the number of evaluations, while the 𝑦-axis represents
the execution time expressed in millisecond.
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8. Conclusion

In this work, we have analyzed the sensitivity of multi-objective
software architecture refactoring to the optimization algorithms con-
figuration characteristics. In particular, we have investigated how the
goodness of Pareto frontiers can be affected by varying both char-
acteristics related to the searching algorithm, such as the length of
the genome, and characteristics related to the problem, such as the
composition of refactoring sequences.

From the analysis of our results, several interesting aspects have
emerged. For example, we have shown that both the used algorithms
have found that the initial architecture of our case study suffered of a
few architectural elements within a specific flow path, thus solutions
often contain replicas of those elements.

In our experimentation, we have also compared two different al-
gorithms (i.e., 𝙽𝚂𝙶𝙰 − 𝙸𝙸 and 𝚂𝙿𝙴𝙰𝟸). In particular, we have analyzed
ifferent quality attributes, which have highlighted that 𝙽𝚂𝙶𝙰 − 𝙸𝙸

utperforms 𝚂𝙿𝙴𝙰𝟸 in most of cases. However, the 𝚂𝙿𝙴𝙰𝟸 algorithm
enerates more scattered solutions that the 𝙽𝚂𝙶𝙰 − 𝙸𝙸 ones across the
olution space. This could be a relevant insight in cases where solution
iversity is important.

As future work, we intend to tackle the threats to validity discussed
efore. In particular, we intend to exploits this experience in model-
ased performance-driven refactoring in other modeling contexts, such
s UML. For this goal, we have to face issues related to the absence
f native performance constructs in UML. Therefore, as mentioned in
ection 2, we have to introduce automated model transformations to
eep the whole process working.
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